
Student numbers plummet under SNP

24 Jan 2017

Figures out today have revealed that there are 150,000 fewer students in
further education in Scotland since the SNP came to power.

The Scottish Funding Council revealed that there were 227,258 college
students in 2015/16, compared to 379,223 in 2007.

Part time courses have almost halved from 398,606 to 185,133 between 2007 and
2016, a decrease of 54 per cent.

The figures continue a trend that has seen college places slashed as a result
of the SNP’s dramatic cuts to college funding in recent years.

Scottish Conservative shadow education secretary Liz Smith said:

“Colleges play a pivotal role in our education system, so it’s deeply
concerning that student numbers have dropped to this level.

“Each year colleges help prepare thousands of people for the world of work by
giving them the skills they need to get on in life, yet the SNP have chosen
to implement huge cuts to the sector.

“Even places in part-time courses have dropped by over half, which will be a
huge blow to those trying to balance work and study.

“The SNP’s record on education since they came to power is shameful, and they
need to reverse their draconian cuts to college funding as soon as possible.

“Scotland’s colleges are among the best in Britain at equipping our youth
with the necessary skills to succeed, and we have to support them.”

The report from the Scottish Funding Council is available here:
http://www.sfc.ac.uk/communications/Statisticalpublications/2017/SFCST032017.
aspx The figures are in table B, figures 1, 4 & 11
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gifted to Falkand Islands Museum and
National Trust

Sea King XZ593 has been gifted to the Falkland Islands Museum and National
Trust (FIMNT) by the Ministry of Defence. The helicopter was officially
handed over to Mr Richard Cockwell OBE on behalf of FIMNT, by Commander of
British Forces South Atlantic Islands, Commodore Darren Bone RN.

The Sea King helicopter was transported from Mount Pleasant Complex (MPC) to
Stanley Airport via Chinook, a task that required specific expertise from the
UK. The 35 mile trip took the helicopters along the length of Stanley
Harbour, passing the Historic Dockyard and Museum, Victory Green and the Lady
Liz shipwreck.

Upon arrival at Stanley Airport, the Sea King was formally presented to the
trustees of the FIMNT, along with the aircrafts logbook and a framed
photograph. Afterwards visitors at the airport were invited to explore inside
the Sea King and Chinook helicopters.

Commodore Bone RN said:

For over a generation, the Sea King has been a reassuring sight
across the Falkland Islands. It has gone to the rescue of
Islanders, military personnel and numerous fishermen and sailors.

Commodore Bone added:

The Sea King has been a demonstrable link between the British
Forces South Atlantic Islands and the Islanders and reflects the
close cooperation and interaction that continues between the 2
communities. It is fitting that this aircraft should stay in the
Falkland Islands.

Over its 38 years of service, XZ593 clocked up more than 17,400 flying hours.
It operated across the United Kingdom and routinely deployed to the Falkland
Islands, where Sea Kings had provided military search and rescue cover since
1983. In March 2016, this aircraft conducted the very last Sea King rescue,
recovering an injured sailor from a fishing vessel.
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Updated! Earthquakes and School
Seismology

Check out our updated Earthquakes and UK School Seismology pages.
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Scotland’s justice secretary has been urged to sort out the Scottish
Government’s reporting of crime figures, after they were branded ‘confusing
and misleading’.

In a letter from Scottish Conservative shadow justice secretary Douglas Ross,
Michael Matheson was told it was almost impossible to gauge violent crime
because of the disparity in figures used.

The SNP has been criticised in recent weeks for boasting there were less than
7000 violent crimes in Scotland last year, even though data recorded by the
police suggested there were close to ten times that.

It said there were 6775 instances of violence, but when incidents such as
broken noses and cases where a victim loses consciousness are included, the
toll rises to 68,482.

The disparity is caused by the distinction between ‘crimes’ and ‘offences’ in
the recorded crime statistical bulletin, which ministers argue has been made
since the 1920s.

But Mr Ross pointed out that the Scottish Crime and Justice Survey – which is
also used to record violent crime – makes no such distinction.

And Derek Penman, HM Inspector of Constabulary in Scotland, said last week
that figures combining violence with and without injury offer “a better
overall measure of violent crime”.
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Mr Ross argued that ministers should therefore create a clearer system of
recording and publishing, adding it would increase the public’s confidence in
policing.

Earlier this month, the SNP was accused of “fiddling” crime figures after
offences including punching, kicking and brandishing a weapon were left out
of statistics.

Scottish Conservative shadow justice secretary Douglas Ross said: “The
inconsistent use of ‘violent crime’ by the Scottish Government is at best
confusing and at worst misleading.

“The SNP should consider implementing a joined-up, common sense and
transparent approach on this issue so that the public can have full
confidence in crime statistics.

“The current spin from the SNP does a disservice to tens of thousands of
victims of violence and fails to provide an accurate overall picture of
violent crime in Scotland.”

A copy of the letter is below:

Dear Cabinet Secretary,

General Questions – Thursday 19th January 2017

I wish to follow up in writing on our exchange during General Questions on
Thursday, 19th January, when I asked whether the Scottish Government is
content with the way it records crime. You will be aware this is an issue the
Scottish Conservatives have raised before, and which was reported in the
national and local press earlier this month.

The Scottish Government statistical bulletin, ‘Criminal Proceedings in
Scotland, 2015-16’, explicitly states that “violations of criminal law are
divided, for statistical purposes only, into crimes and offences.” Equally,
the UK Statistics Authority, to which you referred in our exchange,
emphasised in its July 2014 assessment report of the recorded crime
statistics that the distinction between ‘crimes’ and ‘offences’ is “…made
only for working purposes.”

Nevertheless, the Scottish Government is issuing press releases, such as the
release on 27th September 2016, which states that “non-sexual crimes of
violence are at their second lowest level since 1974, despite a slight rise
over the twelve months from 6,357 to 6,775.” In this instance, and in others,
the reference to violent crime fails to include weapons offences and common
assaults – encompassing a broken nose and loss of consciousness, as well as
domestic abuse – which would bring the total closer to 70,000 incidents
across the country. This spin from the SNP does a disservice to tens of
thousands of victims of violence and fails to provide an accurate overall
picture of violent crime in Scotland for the public.



As a defence, and as you mentioned in your remarks last week, the SNP
repeatedly argues that the distinction between ‘crimes’ and ‘offences’ has
been made by consecutive administrations since the 1920s. Yet the Scottish
Government’s own website says that the recorded crimes bulletin in its
current format has only been published since April 1998. Furthermore, you
mentioned during our exchange that the Scottish Government records crime
using the Scottish crime and justice survey (SCJS) and police recorded crime
statistics.

However, and as you will be aware, the SCJS does not make the same
distinction between ‘crimes’ and ‘offences’: “…violent crime in the SCJS
includes assault and robbery, crimes which are included in Group 1 (Nonsexual
crimes of violence) and Group 6 (Miscellaneous offences) in police recorded
crime figures.” (Scottish Government, Recorded Crime in Scotland 2015-16, p.
25)

The inconsistent use of ‘violent crime’ across the Scottish Government’s
statistical publications on recorded crime is at best confusing and at worst
misleading. I am not alone in this view – it was reported last week that HM
Chief Inspector of Constabulary in Scotland has questioned whether it is
right that some 60,000 common assaults are not treated as “crimes of
violence” in official publications. He further commented that the Crime
Survey for England and Wales, which includes violence with and without
injury, offers “a better overall measure of violent crime.”

The SNP’s argument in favour of “continuity for continuity’s sake” does not
serve the best interests of the public. Above all, the information should be
targeted to the audience, even if the status quo better serves the SNP’s spin
machine. I strongly urge you to consider implementing a joined up, common
sense and transparent approach on this issue so that the public can have full
confidence in the Scottish Government’s crime statistics.

I look forward to receiving your response to the points raised in this
letter. Yours sincerely, Douglas Ross MSP

The SNP was accused of fiddling figures earlier this month:
https://www.thescottishsun.co.uk/news/404767/snp-accused-of-fiddling-crime-fi
gures-as-the-shocking-extent-of-violent-incidents-in-scotland-is-revealed/

The Scottish Government hailed what it said was statistics showing fewer than
7000 instances of violent crime last year:
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0050/00506122.pdf (p1) and
http://news.gov.scot/news/recorded-crime-at-a-42-year-low

However, when a range of other violent incidents are included, such as
handling offensive weapons, broken noses, loss of consciousness and other
common assaults, the figure rises to 68,482. HM Inspector of Constabulary for
Scotland Derek Penman said on Twitter on 19th January that the approach used
by the Crime Survey for England and Wales “includes violence with & without
injury and is a better overall measure of violent crime”.
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China to speed up ethnic regions
development

Chinese authorities have pledged to accelerate development of ethnic regions
during the 13th Five-Year Plan period (2016-2020), as the country aims to
create a moderately prosperous society by 2020, according to a State Council
statement.

The development of ethnic regions is important for ethnic unity, social
harmony and stability, as well as the country’s lasting peace and stability,
according to the statement signed by Premier Li Keqiang.

The document details major targets ranging from continued rapid economic
development to improved ecological environment and ethnic unity,to ensure the
regions do not fall behind on the country’s journey toward becoming a
moderately prosperous society by 2020.

The central authorities aim to achieve annual gross regional product growth
of over 8 percent in these regions, lifting 18.05 million people in rural
areas out of poverty.

Other major tasks were also set, including improving livelihoods and the
protection of ethnic minority villages and towns, asking authorities to
support development of the regions via preferential policies.

Minorities account for 8.5 percent of China’s population.
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